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1 INTRODUCTION

Dense vector representations of words, or word embeddings [17], have been applied to a wide range of downstream natural language processing and information retrieval tasks. These include creating semantic document representations [20] and performing query-document matching [9]. The vectors are learned from the co-occurrence of word representations in large text corpora. After training the word vectors hold syntactic and semantic information about words.

Using continuous representations in large-scale information retrieval tasks, such as web information retrieval, has two important disadvantages. First, the continuous representations have significant memory requirements since each element of the vector is represented as a floating-point number. As a result, fewer documents can be held in main memory. Second, comparing continuous vectors requires floating-point similarity measures, such as cosine similarity or dot-product. These are more expensive than for example calculating the Hamming distance. Both disadvantages significantly hinder the applicability of continuous representations in large-scale information retrieval tasks. A popular approach for decreasing the computational requirements while retaining semantic information is called semantic hashing [23].

Our research specifically focuses on semantic hashing of continuous word representations into lower-dimensional binary Hamming space. Representing word vectors in binary Hamming space offers two distinct advantages. First, each element of a binary representation can be represented by a single bit, significantly decreasing memory requirements. Second, binary vectors allow for comparison of vectors using simple bitwise operators instead of more expensive floating-point calculations. This allows for a significant increase in document comparison speed. Various methods for hashing word vectors into lower-dimensional binary Hamming space have been proposed. These include setting a hard threshold after performing random projection locality sensitivity hashing (LSH) [24] and applying the Heaviside step function to the latent layer of an autoencoder [28]. One significant disadvantage of the above-mentioned methods is that the preservation of semantic similarity between word representations in input space and latent space is not explicitly enforced. For the autoencoder, similarity is only implicitly imposed by including a reconstruction error such that the most salient information is retained in latent space. In order to enforce a topology-preserving transformation, additional constraints are required.

In this research, we seek to preserve input topology by introducing a novel hashing method that directly enforces retention of semantic information through a semantics-preserving loss function.

In this paper, several contributions are made. First, we propose a Siamese autoencoder architecture [29] that directly enforces the
conservation of the semantic similarity between word representations in Euclidean input space and lower-dimensional Hamming latent space. Second, our model is compared to several state-of-the-art methods using various standard semantic similarity and sentence classification tasks. Last, applicability to information retrieval is assessed by performing top-k document retrieval and clustering using a mixture of Bernoulli distributions. Results show that our semantic preserving Siamese autoencoder displays competitive results for the semantic similarity datasets while exhibiting a significant improvement for the information retrieval tasks. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1. We propose a Siamese autoencoder model employing a semantic-preserving loss function that directly enforces retention of semantic similarity between pairs of word representations in Euclidean input space and Hamming latent space.

2. Our proposed model is tested on ten semantic similarity and sentence classification tasks. Furthermore, the applicability to information retrieval is determined by top-K document retrieval on three text document datasets and clustering.

3. Clustering of text documents is qualitatively evaluated showing that through additive vector quantization binary codes are learned where individual bits exhibit interpretable semantic information.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work in semantic hashing and autoencoder architectures. Then Section 3 explains the proposed method and how we evaluate it compared to baseline methods. Section 4 then presents the results of the performed experiments. The paper concludes with a discussion and conclusion in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we describe relevant background information in semantic hashing, autoencoders, and Siamese networks.

2.1 Semantic Hashing

Semantic hashing is a method for hashing documents in a way such that semantically similar documents are hashed close to each other in a lower-dimensional latent space. Hashing methods can broadly be grouped into two categories: data-independent and data-dependent methods.

A simple method for data independent hashing of word embeddings was introduced in [24]. A randomly initialized weight matrix $W^{N \times M} \sim \text{Uniform}(-\frac{1}{\sqrt{W}}, \frac{1}{\sqrt{M}})$ is used to linearly transform a N-dimensional word embedding $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^N$ into an M-dimensional latent representation $h_i = x_i \cdot W$. Binary codes are subsequently obtained by applying a hard element-wise threshold, i.e. $b_i = \text{sign}(h_i \geq 0)$.

Classical examples of data-dependent hashing methods are the Restricted Boltzmann Machine [23] and Latent Semantic Analysis [8] that are typically applied to a term-document matrix. Recently, [28] proposed a model for hashing word representations using an autoencoder architecture. [18] proposed using a semantic similarity measure. This is different than our hashing method considering they only take the relative distance between word pairs into account while we directly try to minimize this using a straight-through estimator instead of hard thresholding. Other approaches are for example [13] where adaptive compression of embeddings into discrete codes is performed using the Gumbel-softmax trick. [26] tried to perform binary quantization using a triangle similarity measure. In [33] a quantization method is introduced by adding a L1 loss on the large-scale latent representations such that the representations are sparse and suitable for inverted indexing. In this research we focus on retaining semantic information in individual bits.

2.2 Autoencoders

One commonly used approach for incorporating information from input vectors is using an autoencoder architecture. An autoencoder consists of an encoder $E$ which transforms an $N$-dimensional input vector into an $M$-dimensional latent representation and a decoder $D$ that transforms the latent representation back into the original input space. Learning is achieved by adding a reconstruction loss which is propagated back through the network. A frequently used reconstruction loss is the mean squared error which is defined as:

$$L_{rec}(\hat{x}_i, r_i) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} (x_{ik} - \hat{r}_{ik})^2$$ (1)

Where $x_{ik}$ and $\hat{r}_{ik}$ represent the $k$th bit of the input and reconstructed vector respectively. For most practical applications an undercomplete autoencoder is used, meaning that $M$ is smaller than $N$. This forces the autoencoder to represent the most salient details from the input data into latent space from which the decoder can reconstruct the original input vector.

Several methods have been proposed to perform semantic hashing using autoencoders. The authors in [28] proposed a method where both the encoder and the decoder consist of a single weight sharing matrix $W^{N \times M}$, where the decoder uses the transpose of $W$ to reconstruct the vector. Binary codes of size $M$ are obtained by $h(x \cdot W)$, where $h(\cdot)$ is an element-wise Heaviside step function. Considering the Heaviside step function is non-differentiable, learning is achieved by using the gradients of the decoder weights $(\frac{\partial h(x \cdot W)}{\partial W})$ to update the encoder weights. One disadvantage of this approach is that it potentially leads to significant quantization error. In order to decrease quantization error and allow for end-to-end learning the Gumbel-softmax reparameterization trick is proposed by [11]. This reparameterization trick is applied by [25] to learn discrete latent variables. Another approach is based on variational inference [15]. One significant disadvantages of the above mentioned approaches is that the relational structure in the input space is only implicitly retained in latent space.

2.3 Siamese Networks

A popular method for utilizing information from distinct input pairs is through Siamese neural networks [4]. A Siamese neural network transforms input pairs or triplets, into a latent representation through a weight sharing sub-network. Using weight sharing sub-networks allows the model to learn distinct similarities or differences between input pairs by adopting a contrastive or triplet loss function. This method has been applied to various discrimination tasks, including logo detection [30] and face recognition [27].
Recently, [29] proposed a, Siamese autoencoder for dimensionality reduction while preserving the Mahalanobis distance between input pairs. This is achieved by adding a multidimensional scaling loss function which objective is to minimize the difference between Euclidean distances between pairs in input space and latent space. Some research has been conducted into using Siamese networks in the context of quantization. For example [19] applied a bi-directional LSTM with a Siamese architecture for job title normalization and [22] applied it to predict the relatedness of sentence pairs. Both methods primarily focus on predicting similarity among input pairs. To our knowledge Siamese networks have not yet been applied to quantization of word embeddings nor has its applicability to information retrieval tasks been assessed.

3 METHOD

In this section we describe our proposed model. Furthermore, we describe the evaluation procedure that is used to compare our model to the baseline methods.

3.1 Data

FastText\cite{16} word representations serve as input for the proposed quantization methods. No preprocessing is performed.

3.2 Similarity Preserving Autoencoder

In order to explicitly preserve the semantic similarity between word representations, a model was developed that tries to minimize the differences between the similarity of two word representations in input space and latent space. A fitting approach to solve this problem is using Siamese autoencoders. Our Siamese autoencoder consists of several parts. First, an encoder \( E \) transforms the input representations into a lower-dimensional latent representation using a standard neural network architecture. Second, a decoder \( D \) is required to transform the binary latent representations back into the original continuous space. Third, a loss function is used to directly enforce that the difference between similarity for the continuous input representations and binary latent representations is minimized.

Let \( \tilde{x}_i \) and \( \tilde{x}_j \) be two continuous N-dimensional vector representations. In [28], it was shown that competitive binary representations can be obtained by using a single linear transformation. Comparable with that research we used a single weight-sharing matrix \( W^{N \times M} \) in each encoder to linearly transform both input pairs into lower-dimensional space:

\[
\tilde{h}_i = W \cdot \tilde{x}_i + b
\]

where \( b \) is a bias term and \( N \times M \) are the number of input dimensions and target latent representation size respectively. Note that these latent representations are still continuous. Instead of using a non-differentiable Heaviside function, we utilize the differentiable Straight-through estimator \[3\] in order to obtain the binary representations \( \tilde{b}_i \).

The goal of our decoder is to transform the binary representations \( \tilde{b}_i \) back into the original continuous space. In [25], it was shown that adopting a coding scheme of additive quantization can be utilized for reconstructing the input vectors using \( K \)-dimensional categorical variables. In our case we applied additive vector quantization [2] of individual codewords such that our reconstructed vector is the sum of the codewords assigned to the individual bits. Formally, let \( \tilde{b}_j \) be a binary vector and \( A^{M \times N} \) be a codebook consisting of \( M \) codewords in \( N \) dimensions. The reconstructed vectors are then obtained by:

\[
\hat{r}_i = \tilde{b}_i \cdot A
\]

This enforces our model to learn representative codewords since the reconstruction is a sum of only the codewords that are activated by the bits in the binary vector. Furthermore, note that the codebook is shared between both decoders.

Two loss functions are applied in order to train the proposed model. First, the reconstruction loss is calculated as the average of the mean squared error loss of both reconstructed vectors:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{recon}} = \frac{\mathcal{L}_{\text{rec}}(\tilde{x}_i, \hat{r}_i) + \mathcal{L}_{\text{rec}}(\tilde{x}_j, \hat{r}_j)}{2}
\]

Note that this is comparable with a standard autoencoder architecture and no semantic information in the input space is used for training. In order to exploit this information, we use a similar method as proposed in [29]. However, instead of optimizing the retention of the Mahalanobis distance, we are interested in the retention of the semantic similarity between pairs of vectors. A frequently used measure for semantic similarity between continuous vectors \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) is given by the Cosine similarity:

\[
\text{Cosine}(\tilde{x}_i, \tilde{x}_j) = \frac{\tilde{x}_i \cdot \tilde{x}_j}{||\tilde{x}_i|| ||\tilde{x}_j||}
\]

Now let \( \tilde{b}_i \) and \( \tilde{b}_j \) be the binary latent representations of \( \tilde{x}_i \) and \( \tilde{x}_i \) respectively. A suitable measure for calculating the similarity of two binary vectors is given by the normalized Hamming similarity (NHS) which is given by:

\[
\text{NHS}(\tilde{b}_i, \tilde{b}_j) = 1 - \frac{\sum_{k=0}^{M} |b_{ik} - b_{jk}|}{M}
\]

Note however that the cosine similarity has a range of \([−1, 1]\) while the normalized Hamming similarity has a range of \([0, 1]\). In order to overcome this we propose to use the angular similarity which is given by:

\[
\text{Angular}(\tilde{x}_i, \tilde{x}_j) = 1 - \frac{\cos^{-1}[\frac{\tilde{x}_i \cdot \tilde{x}_j}{||\tilde{x}_i|| ||\tilde{x}_j||}]}{\pi}
\]

Which has the desirable range of \([0, 1]\). The goal is to preserve the semantic similarity between vectors after they have been transformed into lower-dimensional Hamming space. This can explicitly be enforced as follows:

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{preserve}} = (\text{NHS}(\tilde{b}_i, \tilde{b}_j) - \text{Angular}(\tilde{x}_i, \tilde{x}_j))^2
\]

Where NHS and Angular are given by equations 4 and 5 respectively. The maximum loss is obtained when the semantic similarity scores of two representations are opposite while it is zero when both semantic similarity measures agree.
we use the random projection Locality Sensitivity Hashing (LSH) method proposed in [24]. The autoencoder architecture proposed in [28] (NLL) is used as a data-dependent baseline. In order to assess the influence of our semantic preserving loss, we compare our model with (AE + SP) and without (AE) the semantic preserving loss function. Binary codes of size 64, 128, and 256 are chosen considering we are explicitly interested in hashing into lower-dimensional spaces which are in adequacy with CPU register sizes.

Evaluation of the semantic retainment of word-level binary representations is performed using various semantic and syntactic similarity tasks. The following datasets were used: the MEN Test Collection [5], Card-660 Rare Words [21], SimLex-999 [10], and WordSim353 [1]. SentEval$^1$ [6] with default settings is used for downstream sentence-level evaluation tasks. The tasks included are: product reviews (CR), opinion polarity detection (MPQA), sentiment analysis (MR, STS14), and subjectivity classification (SUBJ). Sentence embeddings are obtained by taking a sum of the word representations. No normalization is performed prior to hashing.

Cosine similarity is used to compute the semantic similarity for continuous representations and the normalized Hamming similarity for the binary representations. Correlation with the human-annotated similarity is evaluated using Pearson $r$.

Precision at K (P@K) is used to measure retrieval performance. P@K is defined as the number of relevant documents divided by $K$. All used datasets contain class labels thus a document is deemed relevant if it holds the same class label as the test document. In this experiment, we retrieve the top 100 most similar documents, i.e. $K = 100$, for each test document. Three publicly available text document collections are used to assess document retrieval. First, Reuters215782 is a collection of 10,788 news articles distributed over 90 categories. Only the categories that have more than 100 documents in the training set are considered. 20NG is a text corpus consisting of 18,828 newsgroup articles almost uniformly distributed over 20 newsgroups. AG news$^3$ is a large-scale collection of news documents. The categories: world, sports, business, and science have been selected for evaluation. 17,000 documents have been uniformly sampled for the dataset, 15 thousand for training and two thousand for testing. For all data sets, the documents have been trimmed to the first thousand characters and stop words are removed. No other pre-processing is performed. Document representations are obtained by taking the sum of the word vectors. During evaluation, each test document is used as a query document.

### 3.4 Training Procedure

The LSH method is initialized as proposed in [24]. No further training is required. Binary codes are obtained by thresholding the latent representation at 0. The NLL and our Siamese autoencoder model are optimized using the Adam$^{[14]}$ optimizer with a learning rate of $10^{-4}$ and batch size of 128. The regularization parameter $\lambda$ for the NLL loss function has been set to 1. Training is halted when no significant change in the reconstruction loss is observed over a period of 10 epochs with a maximum number of epochs set at 150. For the Siamese autoencoder positive samples are uniformly sampled from the 10 nearest neighbors of the anchor word representation. Sampling is performed by choosing a positive example with 20% probability or a random word vector otherwise.

### 4 RESULTS

In this section the results are presented. First, our model is quantitatively compared to several baseline methods using word similarity, classification, and document retrieval datasets. Furthermore, the decorrelating effect of additive vector quantization and the average correlation for different bit sizes is compared. Lastly, we qualitatively assess the interpretability of the binary codes.

#### 4.1 Semantic Similarity and Classification

Table 1 shows the results for the different baseline methods and our proposed Siamese autoencoder with (AE + SP) and without (AE) the semantic preserving loss function. First, we discuss the word semantic similarity results which are shown in the top half of the table. Several observations can be made from these results. First, except for the Rare Words dataset, the 256-bit AE or AE + SP model achieves the highest correlation score with the human-annotated word similarity score. The best performing 256-bit representations show a mean degradation of 7.7% over the continuous representations. It should be noted that the representations are 9.4 times smaller in terms of memory usage. Second, the data-independent LSH method shows competitive results in most word similarity datasets. The results for several standard sentence classification (CR, MR, MPQA, SUBJ) and one semantic textual similarity (STS14) datasets are shown in the bottom half of Table 1. The AE or AE + SP models consistently yield better results for all datasets and across all bit sizes. This is especially predominant for the 64 and 128-bit representations. The best performing 256-bit representations show a mean degradation of 4.9% over the continuous representations.

$^1$https://github.com/facebookresearch/SentEval

$^3$http://groups.di.unipi.it/ gulli/AG_corpus_of_news_articles.html
Interestingly, the 256-bit representations of the semantic preserving autoencoder model perform even slightly better than the continuous representations on the textual similarity dataset. This may be attributed to the fact that the cosine similarity compares documents on a unit sphere while hashing is performed on unnormalized representations.

### 4.2 Document Retrieval

Given that the binary representations show competitive results on sentences we are interested in how well it would perform on larger text documents and on traditional information retrieval tasks.

Table 2 shows the P@K scores for three text document collections. The scores for the continuous representations are shown in the **Cont.** column. We make several interesting observations. First, the autoencoder with the semantic preservation loss performed best in all but two retrieval tasks at various bit sizes. Furthermore, our model performed statistically significant better for \( p < 0.05 \) compared with the best performing baseline method at each individual task. Second, for the best performing 256-bit semantic preserving autoencoder the degradation with respect to the continuous representations for the 20 newsgroup and Reuters dataset is 5% and 2% respectively. Interestingly, the 256-bit semantic preserving model has a 4.2% higher P@K score over the continuous representations for the AG news dataset. A similar phenomenon has been observed for the STS14 dataset in Table 1. Third, the semantic preserving model performs better than the vanilla Siamese autoencoder in all but two retrieval tasks and is statistically significant for \( p < 0.05 \) for three of the nine tasks.

#### 4.2.1 Additive Quantization

One finding from Table 2 is the increased performance of the 256-bit representations over the continuous baseline on the AG news dataset. Possibly this is due to the decorrelating effect that our additive vector quantization decoder has. By not applying a non-linear activation at the output layer as applied in [28] and disabling the bias we enforce the reconstruction of the original vector to be constructed from \( N \) activated codewords. In order to assess whether this was due to vector quantization, we try to reconstruct the original document vector not with all the available bits but only with \( N \% \) of the most activated bits in a given test set. Figure 2 shows the results of the P@K scores evaluated at different \( N \) for the best performing 256-bit models. Figure 2 shows that the codebook models, i.e. AE+SP and AE, are already able to perform on par with the continuous baseline with only approximately 50% of the bits enabled. The result flattens out after 50\%, indicating that the least activated dimensions add limited semantic information. This ability to reconstruct semantic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MEN (0.82)</th>
<th>RW (0.57)</th>
<th>SimLex (0.52)</th>
<th>SimVerb (0.44)</th>
<th>WS353 (0.74)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLL</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE + SP</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CR. (80.6)</th>
<th>MPQA (88.0)</th>
<th>MR (78.2)</th>
<th>STS14 (0.63)</th>
<th>SUBJ (92.3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSH</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>81.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLL</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>77.8</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AE + SP</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Precision at 100 on three standard text collections. The scores using the original 300-dimensional continuous word representations are shown in the *cont* column. * is used to depict scores that are statistically significant using the binomial test where \( p < 0.05 \) compared with the best performing baseline model. Models where the semantic preservation score is significantly better compared to the vanilla autoencoder are marked with an underscore.
document vectors from a limited number of codewords could be indicative that our hashing methods perform automatic regularization such that only a few codewords are representative of the target classes. This effect is qualitatively evaluated in Section 4.4.

4.3 Average Correlation

One of the main advantages of the proposed methods is that latent representations of arbitrary size can be constructed. We were interested in determining how well the latent representations of different sizes are able to retain word-level correlation with the original continuous representations. In order to evaluate this, we extracted 100 test words and 20,000 randomly sampled evaluation words. For each test word the mean Pearson’s $r$ was calculated with the continuous representations over all evaluation words for different bit sizes. The result is depicted in Figure 3. Our Siamese autoencoder models start with a mean correlation of approximately 0.60 for the 64-bit representation and monotonically increases to approximately 0.74 for the 256-bit representation. The LSH and NLL method start with an average correlation of approximately 0.35 at the 64-bit representation. The baseline methods show a mean correlation of approximately 0.65 and 0.59 for the NLL and LSH method respectively at 256-bits. This shows that the difference between mean correlation for the baseline methods and our approach is most present at the lower-dimensional representations.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis

In order to qualitatively assess the generated binary representations, two experiments were performed. First, we applied clustering to determine the natural clustering of the binary representations. Second, individual bits from the cluster prototypes were utilized in order to illustrate the interpretability of individually learned code words.

4.4.1 Clustering. First, we were interested in clustering text documents in lower-dimensional Hamming space. We used the AG newsgroup which consists of news articles on four different topics: Science, World, Sports, and Business. The 64-bit binary representations were generated using the best performing semantic preserving Siamese autoencoder. In order to cluster the binarized representations, we apply a mixture of Bernoulli distributions [12].

The number of Bernoulli distributions was set to 4 considering this is the number of topics in the dataset. Each cluster $\mu_i$ was uniformly initialized $\mu_i \sim \text{Uniform}(0.25, 0.75)$. Training halted when the negative log-likelihood did not increase with more than $\Delta 10^{-4}$ over the entire dataset. After training, each cluster prototype $\tilde{c}_i$ was obtained by setting a hard element-wise threshold at 0.50 on $\mu_i$. See Figure 4 for a t-SNE plot of the first 2000 documents from the dataset. The cluster prototypes are marked with a star.

Table 3 shows the docID, class, and title of the nearest neighbor of each cluster prototype. Document 1605 seems to relate to business IT and document 1288 discusses world news. Documents 487 and 1824 seem to be about a sportsman quitting and an opinion piece about consumer prices respectively.

4.4.2 Bit activation. Finally, we were interested in determining whether our Siamese autoencoder learned semantic codewords in the codebook decoder. To determine this we retrieved the most activated bit from the 10 nearest neighbors from each cluster prototype. Since additive vector quantization is used to decode the binary representation the index of the most activated bit corresponds to the most activated code word in the decoder. Table 4 shows the 10
Some interesting information can be deducted from these code words. First, we see that the fourth bit is frequently activated for the Science cluster which seems to be about IT technology. The 20th bit seems to detect verbs and adjectives that would frequently be used in political discussions. The first bit seems to be detecting names, which would often occur in a sports article. Bit number six seems to be about the unionization of the workforce. Some irrelevant terms, such as paleo and nachos, are also nearest neighbors of the sixth bit. The nearest neighbors of the codewords associated with the most activated bits seem relevant for the nearest neighbor of the cluster prototypes given in Table 3. For example, document 1824 seems to be about labor and industry, which is strongly activated with the bit as shown by words such as unionism and Unionists.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Representing text documents into lower-dimensional Hamming space has gained increased interest due to the rise of large-scale information retrieval problems concerning documents and pages on the web. Representing documents in Hamming space allows for fast document comparison using bitwise operators and more efficient storage by representing each index as a single bit. A popular method for semantic hashing is the autoencoder architecture where the model transforms the input into an informative latent space such that the original vector can be reconstructed. One significant drawback of this approach is that the topology between input pairs is only implicitly retained through the reconstruction loss.

In this paper, we demonstrate a method to overcome this problem by introducing a loss function that seeks to minimize the difference of semantic similarity of two word representations in Euclidean and in Hamming space. This is achieved by using a Siamese autoencoder architecture. The encoder consists of a single linear transformation while the decoder is based on additive vector quantization where the reconstruction is obtained by a linear combination of activated codewords. The added value of our approach is twofold: 1) rich semantic information is better retained in latent space, and 2) a single bit in a word vector represents valuable information that can be exploited in several tasks such as clustering and document retrieval.

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from the experiments we conducted. First, the conservation of individual word semantics is assessed using several standardized data sets. Overall, our semantics-preserving Siamese autoencoder is the best performing model, with degradation of semantic information which is limited to 7% compared to continuous representations. For the sentence classification data sets the performance loss is on average 5%, showing that semantic hashing of bag-of-words representations of sentences can yield competitive results for various downstream natural language processing tasks. Last, we empirically show that our siamese autoencoder model learns semantically meaningful codewords that allow for competitive performance in document retrieval using only a small portion of the learned codewords.

We also assess the applicability of our hashing method on text document data sets. Using a mixture of Bernoulli distributions we qualitatively and quantitatively show that text documents that are semantically similar, are hashed close to each other in latent space. Our model outperforms the two baseline methods on all datasets and all bit sizes, in a statistically significant manner. The vanilla Siamese autoencoder is statistically significant outperformed in three of the nine tasks. In one task our proposed model even outperforms the continuous representations. Investigation shows that this effect can be attributed to having few activated bits that combined are representative of the document retrieval task. Qualitative inspection of individual bits shows that our model learns rich semantic bits which serve as a strong signal in retrieval. This is a
significant advantage over continuous vectors where individual floating-point numbers hold no semantics. This additional information could potentially be used to improve clustering by exploiting bitwise information. Some outliers are reported in nearest neighbors of highly activated bits. Possibly this is due to overfitting of the model and should be further evaluated.

Our work provides an initial step towards learning semantic and interpretable binary codes that are applicable for large-scale information retrieval systems. By using a Siamese autoencoder architecture it is possible to incorporate semantic information from input pairs to improve the semantic hashing of text documents into binary representations of any desired size. In general, our method allows for binary quantization with only an insignificant decrease of semantic information over the continuous vectors.

Future research should be conducted into the selection of informative input representations as is described in [31]. Another interesting research topic would be hashing word representations from different languages into a single space [7]. Finally, another interesting research direction would be to apply the Siamese autoencoder network to learn semantic hashes in a multimodal situation such as text-to-image retrieval [32].
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